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From prioritisation to understanding:
mechanistic predictions of variant effects
Greg Slodkowicz & M Madan Babu

The widespread application of sequencing
technologies, used for example to obtain
data from healthy individuals or patient
cohorts, has led to the identification of
numerous mutations, the effect of which
remains largely unclear. Therefore, devel-
oping approaches allowing accurate
in-silico prediction of mutation effects is
becoming increasingly important. In their
recent study, Beltrao and colleagues
(Wagih et al, 2018) describe an integrative
approach for determining the effects of
mutations from the perspective of protein
structure, conservation and transcription
factor binding. This allows for predicting
the mechanisms underlying the most
impactful variants rather than just identi-
fying these variants.
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N ew variants are now routinely being

discovered by large-scale sequenc-

ing of both healthy and patient

cohorts, but understanding their phenotypic

consequences remains a challenge. Existing

methods can prioritise variants according to

their potential to disrupt protein function,

but these methods cannot uncover the mech-

anistic details underlying these disruptions.

As a result, our understanding of the mecha-

nisms underlying genetic diseases is lagging

behind, despite the large number of existing

prediction tools. In their recent work, Wagih

et al (2018) present Mutfunc, a new resource

that provides mechanistic predictions of

mutational impact on function by combining

sequence conservation with analysis of

mutational effects on protein stability, inter-

action interfaces, post-translational modifi-

cations and linear motifs. Additionally,

Mutfunc predicts disruptions to start and

stop codons, and quantifies the impact of

non-coding mutations, by analysing their

effects on transcription factor binding sites,

allowing predictions of gene expression

deregulation. Mutfunc provides precom-

puted mechanistic annotations for mutations

in three model organisms: Homo sapiens,

Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Escherichia coli

(Fig 1).

Protein-coding mutations can lead to a

range of outcomes, from having no deleteri-

ous effect to causing diseases of moderate or

high severity. In clinical studies, well-

described mutations are frequently outnum-

bered by uncharacterised variants discov-

ered by high-throughput sequencing of

patient cohorts. Mechanistic predictions

from Mutfunc can be used to identify vari-

ants with similar effects to those of already

characterised variants and thus assign

effects to variants with unknown clinical

significance. For instance, known patho-

genic variants in glyoxylate and hydrox-

ypyruvate reductase (GRHPR) reduce its

catalytic activity by disrupting homodimeri-

sation. Applying Mutfunc to GRHPR vari-

ants with uncertain clinical significance

reveals a subset of mutations that affect

the homodimerisation interface in a

manner similar to the confirmed disease

mutations. Similarly, Mutfunc identifies

variants in PARK2, a protein implicated in

Parkinson’s disease, which have a destabil-

ising effect similar to that of known patho-

genic variants. These variants are predicted

to cause a disease phenotype. Wagih et al

further validated Mutfunc by demonstrat-

ing a correlation between predicted func-

tional impact and phenotype in 166

S. cerevisiae strains grown in 43 condi-

tions. Combined per-gene burden scores

based on Mutfunc predictions were calcu-

lated, allowing the identification of a large

number of significant associations between

genotypes and growth rates.

These two types of validation highlight

the usefulness of this approach in both

focused studies aimed at separating neutral

from deleterious variants, as well as in

broader studies aimed at understanding the

mechanistic details underlying previously

identified genetic associations (e.g. in

GWAS cohorts). Mutfunc can also be used

to augment other genetic approaches,

including polygenic risk scores which

combine the predicted effects of many

variants (Khera et al, 2018) without

providing insights into the underlying

disease mechanisms.

Historically, a major impediment to

adopting methods based on protein structure

was the significant shortage of solved struc-

tures. Mutfunc addresses this by providing

high-quality homology models, precomputed

using the ModPipe software, greatly increas-

ing structural coverage. Importantly, predict-

ing mutational impact is particularly

challenging within disordered regions. These

regions lack a fixed conformation and gener-

ally do not appear in crystal structures.

Currently, predictions are based on

sequence conservation, disruptions in

known linear motifs and post-translational

modification sites. Improving the ability to

identify specific mechanisms by which

mutations in disordered regions affect

protein function, e.g. disorder-to-order tran-

sitions, would greatly increase the utility of

mechanistic methods. In this context, experi-

mental developments in large-scale mutage-

nesis (Staller et al, 2018), phage display

(Davey et al, 2017; Sundell et al, 2018),

ligand foot-printing and mass spectrometry
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(preprint: Parker et al, 2018) are beginning

to provide insights into functional elements

within disordered regions. Alongside these

experimental approaches, hybrid experimen-

tal–computational approaches such as IDR-

Screen that exploit machine learning

(Ravarani et al, 2018) will allow for new

ways of uncovering mechanistic interpreta-

tion of mutations. Lastly, a more principled

construction of multiple sequence align-

ments from which conservation is inferred

can also improve predictions. In particular,

distinguishing between orthologs and para-

logs—which can be subject to very different

evolutionary constraints—has been shown

to improve variant effect prediction in

disease context (Adebali et al, 2016), as well

as the identification of specificity-deter-

mining residues whose functional impor-

tance may be different among paralogs

(Flock et al, 2017).

On the basis of the analysed structural

features, the set of variant effect predictions

from Mutfunc allowed Wagih et al to

demonstrate that important functional

regions of proteins are depleted in naturally

occurring variants. Understanding the

constraints imposed by protein structure is a

fundamental question in evolutionary biol-

ogy, and these insights are important both

for theoretical and practical reasons. Aggre-

gation of single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) data can be used to identify constrained

regions in proteins (preprint: Samocha et al

2017), and recent work on the structural

placement of variants demonstrated that,

while naturally occurring SNPs tend to be

dispersed on protein structures, pathogenic

mutations are more likely to be clustered

(Sivley et al, 2018). Approaches based on

clustering in sequence or in space can thus

be used to identify new structural and func-

tional features that can then be integrated

into the methods predicting the mechanistic

impact of mutations.

Most existing variant effect prediction

methods fail to distinguish between loss-

and gain-of-function mutations. Mechanisti-

cally distinguishing between these two

effects would be a significant advancement

and would also help identify dominant-nega-

tive or haploinsufficiency effects that can

cause variants to have different penetrance.

The effect of deleterious mutations can also

be masked by compensatory effects (epis-

tasis) and allele-specific expression or it can

manifest upon environmental influences,

including lifestyle choices. Currently, neither

mechanistic nor other kinds of prediction

tools can directly account for incomplete

penetrance of mutations. Overcoming these

limitations will require integrating predic-

tions and findings across different levels of

complexity, from mutational signatures and

their mechanistic effects, to molecular

phenotypes, cellular interaction networks

and environmental influences.

We are entering a particularly exciting

time as, in addition to sequence variation,

other data types such as single-cell gene

expression, structural, interaction, epigenet-

ics, metabolomics, transcriptomics and

proteomics data are becoming increasingly

available. Integration of high-quality unbi-

ased data spanning different levels of biologi-

cal organisation will be key for advancing

our understanding of genotype-to-phenotype

relationships, including disease mechanisms.
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Figure 1. Mutfunc allows mechanistic predictions of variant effect for known pathogenic variants
as well as variants of uncertain significance.
PTM, post-translational modification; TFBS, transcription factor binding site.
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